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Using Microsoft 365 Business to Secure 
Your Data and Workforce.
Microsoft 365 is a comprehensive suite of collaboration products and enterprise grade 
security tools curated for large and small organizations. It includes your favorite Office 
productivity apps plus advanced security capabilities to help defend your business 
against cyberthreats, protect your data, and secure your devices.

Securing Identity and Access: One of the most important aspects of security is 
Identity and access management (IAM). Defend against malicious login attempts and 
safeguard credentials with risk-based access controls, identity protection tools, and 
strong authentication options—without disrupting productivity

Securing Devices: Employees are using a wide array of laptops, desktops & mobile 
devices to access company data and get work done during this time. This is also 
becoming increasingly important with the proliferation of BYOD programs across many 
enterprises. The challenge is keeping all these devices secure as people use them to 
work with sensitive business information. 

Securing Data: Another important step in enabling remote work scenarios is 
ensuring that company data is protected. It is also imperative to ensure sensitive data 
like corporation IP, social security numbers, customer credit card information, and 
personal identifiable information (PII) are protected and that policies are in place to 
control access as well as sharing.

Securing The Perimeter: With the migration to the cloud and teleworking, the 
network perimeter is undergoing a significant transformation from physical on-premise 
appliances to Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) layer in the cloud. Securing your 
perimeter and integrating with our service allows us to detect threats more accurately 
and isolate them faster.

Managed Detection and 
Response (MDR) Service
With our 24x7x365 Managed Detection and Response (MDR) 
service you can minimize cybersecurity risk by providing 
continuous monitoring of all potential attack surfaces and 
enact fast remediation. 

Managed Perimeter Security

Managed Azure Sentinel SIEM and 
SecOps services

Managed Endpoint Detection and 
Response (EDR) Services with Microsoft 
Defender AV/ATP

Managed EDR with Defender AV/ATP

Microsoft Defender ATP, in combination with Azure Sentinel 
SIEM/SOAR and our SOC analysts, deliver complete visibility, 
detection, automation and response for your endpoints.
o Threat Hunting, Incident Response, Automation
o Threat & Vulnerability reporting 
o Security best practices recommendations

Managed Azure Sentinel SIEM and 
SecOps
Azure Sentinel is the command center of our security 
operations. It combines SIEM capabilities with critical Security 
Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR), delivered as 
a service to you via our SOC.
o Ingestion, Correlation and Alerting 
o Manual/Automated Threat Hunting & Incident Response
o Azure Sentinel Platform Management
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Managed Perimeter Security

We help you build and manage an optimal on-premise or 
Cloud/SASE based perimeter solution including next-gen 
firewalls, zero-day network-based protection and SDWAN.
o Comprehensive ITIL Based 24x7x365 managed Services
o Unlimited MACD
o Security patching, upgrades, device lifecycle management
o Detection, Incident Response and Remediation



Managed Detection and Response 
Pricing

With our 24x7x365 Managed Detection and Response (MDR) 
service you can minimize cybersecurity risk by providing 
continuous monitoring of all potential attack surfaces and 
enact fast remediation. 
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How Does Netrix Help?
o 24x7x365 virtual SOC, monitor and respond to incidents and events

o Proactive hunting and investigation of threats in your environment

o Continuously enhancing your threat intelligence, Detection and Automated Response 
Playbooks

o Security Strategy Consulting and continuous posture improvement

Managed EDR with MDATP

Note: Requires customer-owned Microsoft Defender ATP
Price Tiers (per user)

>10k Users $1.50/user/month

<10k Users $2.00/user/month

<1000 Users $2.50/user/month

Azure Sentinel SIEM Management 
and SecOps

Note: Requires customer-owned instance of Azure Sentinel

Platform Management $2000/month

Per 5 Cloud Log Sources $500/month 

Per 10 On-Prem Sources $250/month 

Managed Perimeter Security

Note: Cloud SASE or Perimeter Firewall, owned by the 
customer. Hardware/Software/Licenses can also be provided 
as-a-service, bundled into the monthly pricing.

Firewall $400/month 

SDWAN $175/month

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Who owns Azure Sentinel? 
A: The client. Netrix provides management and SecOps services via our MSSP portal 
using Azure Lighthouse.

Q: Who owns Microsoft Defender ATP?
A: Netrix provides managed EDR services using the client’s instance. Client can 
purchase the licenses thru Netrix via CSP license model if needed.

Q: Do I need Azure Sentinel for your MDR services?
A: Yes, Netrix ingests and maintains is processes and log feeding through Azure 
Sentinel. The log ingestion for MDATP is free and there may be a minimal additional 
cost for storage and automation.

Q: Can Netrix provide perimeter security or SASE as a service?
A: with our HWaaS buying model options, we can provide the hardware / software / 
technology bundled with the managed services in a fixed monthly cost.

Q: What is cloud log source for Azure Sentinel?
A: Cloud log sources are services such as O365, Azure WAF, Azure Identity logs, etc.

Q: What is on-prem log source for Azure Sentinel?
A: On-prem log sources are physical appliances (firewalls, routers, switches), or linux
and windows servers, etc.

Q: If we subscribe for Azure Sentinel SIEM Management and SOC services only, 
can Netrix assist with Incident response, in addition to the eyes-on-the-
glass service?
A: Yes, Netrix can provide you with Incident Response retainer which you can use as 
needed, when you determine that you need investigation, containment or 
remediation services for suspected or confirmed breach.
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24x7x365
Piece of Mind

Netrix virtual SOC helps you 
cover your visibility and 
security gaps by monitoring 
and responding to incidents 
and events.

Extending
Your Team

Our security team becomes 
thru extension of your team 
and gives you the experience, 
expertise and resource bench 
you need to mitigate your risk 
and compliance needs.

Threat
Hunting

Our team is proactively 
hunting and investigating the 
threats in your environment.

How Does Netrix Help?

Automation

Our team is continuously 
enhancing your threat 
intelligence, Detection and 
Automated Response 
Playbooks based on new 
attack behavior.

Strategy
Consulting

Our team servers as your 
security advisor, assisting you 
with evolving your 
architecture, technology 
strategy and incident 
response.


